Coordinator Resource For Volunteers: FAQS and Pre-fair Tips Sheet
1.) Please have your paper or digital copy of your CDC vaccination card on you at all times when
you’re on site.
2.) Arriving on site Pre-Fair: Please be patient with JYD at Greeter. Be prepared to spend at least
30 minutes getting checked in at Dug’s Green, to receive your Pre fair wristband and a
parking pass for your vehicle.
3.) It’s as easy as 1,2,3. Come and go quickly from site with your Pre-fair wristband and your
Pre-fair parking pass. At Greeter Point, show, and go.
4.) Please keep your Pre fair wristband on at all times. In the event that you must remove the
wristband for your occupation, be prepared to go through the vaccination check again.
5.) Your crew might be identified as having the need for a laminate instead of a wristband. This
might be true if you are on Pre-Fair Kitchen, White Bird, or Recycling, for example. You will
get your wristband at Dug’s, then go to Main Camp for your laminate. Laminating times will
be scheduled with QM and your coordinator.
6.) If you have pre-verified your vaccination status and are “on the list”, you must have your ID
on you to match your name on that list.
7.) Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday before the event at the Sticker Booth;
As we arrive on site on these days, Bus Road will be open. Our vaccination checking will be
done now in Trotters field. On Tuesday, please, park in Trotters, get verified and then move on
with your business of the day. This is the last day of the Pre-fair wrist banding. Wednesday, and
Thursday, please park in Trotters, get verified, then move to the Sticker Booth for banding. Your
event wristband doubles as your vax verification at this point. You will not be banded by our
staff if you have not gotten your credential from the vax check crew.
8.) On Tuesday: Pre-banding for Pre-fair crews and others will now happen at the Sticker
Booth. Do not go to Little Dragon or Big Dragon for pre-banding. Troubleshooters,
Wristbands, and Booth Registration crews, as well as Pre-post Security, will be out at the
Sticker Booth this year.
9.) Clarification: Credential means a stamp on the hand to walk from the verification stations in
Trotters to the Sticker Booth. The vaccine wristband is the Pre-Fair wristband until you get
your event wristband.

